PRINCE RUPERT SMALL BUSINESS RECOVERY TASK FORCE

JUNE 2020

resident travel
sentiment survey

About the small business
recovery task force
The purpose of the Small Business Recovery Task Force is to work collaboratively to
advocate for local COVID-19 relief measures and find solutions to support our local
stakeholders. Tourism Prince Rupert, the Prince Rupert & District Chamber of Commerce,
and the City of Prince Rupert’s Economic Development Office meet weekly as part of their
commitment to the task force.
By working together, we can share concerns and feedback from each sector and tackle an
ongoing list of collaborative action items to provide additional COVID-19 relief at the local
level, as well as to address local needs with relevant levels of government or local business.
We aim to build on the support programs already introduced by both the provincial and
federal governments, filling gaps at the local level.

About the resident
travel sentiment survey
Tourism Prince Rupert is currently building a recovery marketing campaign for the summer
of 2020, aimed at bringing increased revenue to local tourism-reliant businesses by
welcoming visitors to Prince Rupert from within BC. This strategy will closely follow the
recommendations and travel restrictions outlined in BC's Restart Plan, Phase 3 of which
allows intra-provincial travel within BC.
Prince Rupert residents have a reputation for being welcoming and friendly to our
adventurous visitors, and many local businesses rely on tourism for their bottom line. This
survey will help Tourism Prince Rupert and the Small Business Recovery Task Force
understand how residents feel about welcoming visitors back so we can build a recovery
strategy that will help support our local tourism-reliant businesses through this difficult
01
time, while
remaining sensitive to local concerns.

survey results
Survey open between June 12th - June 19th, 2020 | Total responses: 508

Question #1:
Since BC moved into Phase 2 of the Restart Plan,
how comfortable do you feel visiting & supporting
local business in person again?

Not Comfortable
2%
Tentative
27%

Comfortable
71%

Question #2:
As we move into Phase 3 of the Restart Plan, do you
plan on hosting friends or family from elsewhere
in BC to Prince Rupert this summer?

Yes
44%
No
56%

Question #2.1:
If you answered ‘Yes’ to Question #2, how far in BC
will your visitors be coming to Prince Rupert from?

Not Far (Prince Rupert to Smithers)
13%

Regionally from Northern BC
25%
BC-Wide
62%

Question #3:
Do you plan on travelling outside of Prince
Rupert, within BC, this summer?

No
24%

Yes
76%

Question #3.1:
If you answered ‘Yes’ to Question #3, how far do you
feel comfortable travelling in BC?

Not Far (Prince Rupert to Smithers)
16%

BC-Wide
47%

Regionally in Northern BC
37%

Question #4:
Which of the following business / community safety
protocols are important to you when considering
travel this summer?
Contactless payment option in stores / restaurants (364)
Partitions installed in retail & other customer service establishments (345)

Availability of hand sanitizer upon entering establishment (428)
Safety plan / cleaning procedures posted publicly in the establishment (343)

Information available online regarding business response to COVID-19 and new procedures (189)

Staff wearing masks / protective equipment (264)
Other (51)
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Question #5:
With these protocols in place, how do you feel
about people from elsewhere in BC visiting Prince
Rupert this summer?
Not Comfortable
15%

Comfortable
36%

Tentative
49%

Question #5.1:
If you answered ‘comfortable’ or 'tentative' to
Question #5, how far do you feel comfortable with
visitors coming to Prince Rupert from?

Not Far (Prince Rupert to Smithers)
4%
Regionally in Northern BC
20%

BC-Wide
76%

